GLOBAL EDUCATION NETWORK SOCIETY’s
Pinnacle-2013 GBS Retains Championship 5th Time in a Row.
Global Business School, Hubli the educational institution started in 2007 to offer two year
MBA under affiliation to Karnataka University has been conducting the annual sports meet
PINNACLE since 2008 inviting participation from the MBA institutions coming under
university affiliation. Pinnacle over these years has been the most awaited sports meet for
participating institutions as GBS is the only institutes to conduct sports meet Pinnacle
yearly. Pinnacle was started with the view to act as stress reliever to the MBA students
who carry high academic workload as a part
of their curriculum. Further to facilitate
showcasing the sports talent not only to GBS
students but to all the students of MBA. Help
build team work, organizing ability.
Pinnacle -2013 was played for two days on 2nd
and 3rd March-13 at R N Shetty Ground at
Dharwad. 9 MBA institutes including the host
participated in Pinnacle this year. IMSR, IEMS,
JSS, KIMS,Adept, IBMR,Chetan B School, BVBMBA and GBS the host played for the title.
Pinnacle -13 had following sports activity. Volley Ball, Foot Ball, Throw ball, Badminton,
Basket ball, Cricket.
A total of 28 players formed team size for each team consisting of both boys and girls. The
sports activity for girls included throw ball, cricket and badminton-single and mixed
doubles.
Pinnacle -13 saw a new feature of sports included namely cricket for girls and foot ball for
boys thereby providing wide variety and broad spectrum of sports.
The facilities at R N Shetty enabled the parallel conduct of the activities and gave a good
ambience and motivated the players to give their best performance.
In order to generate the interest the trophy was taken by the organizing student team of
GBS to all the participating institutes a day before the pinnacle and the sports team of the
participating institute was allowed to take a full glimpse and take photos.
The trophy was formally unveiled at the inauguration of Pinnacle before all the teams and
the teams were introduced to each other.
Pinnacle-13 was led by Faculty Prof Adarsh Navale and Prof Bhargav Revankar well
supported by students of sports committee Laxmi R, Nitin R, Nitin K. Hardeep, Anup T,

GLOBAL EDUCATION NETWORK SOCIETY’s
Manjunath, Shweta, Rakesh H, Sharad, Stanny, Irrappa,Sankey,Srinivas,
Jaytirth and all the students of GBS.
The Results of Pinnacle-13 have gone as below.
Sl No
Sports
Winners
1
Volley Ball
GBS Hubli
2
Foot Ball
IBMR Hubli
3
Basket Ball
GBS HUBLI
4 A
Badminton- Boys single
IMSR Hubli
B
Badminton - Girls single
GBS Hubli
C
Badminton – mixed doubles
IMSR Hubli
5
Throw ball – girls
GBS Hubli
6 A
Cricket – Boys
Chetan B School, Hubli
B
Cricket – Girls
KIMS KUD
General Championship
GBS Hubli
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